There’s only one official version of California case law— with court-supervised and court-approved headnotes and timely revisions that ensure accurate interpretation.

This is it!
Get print editions that give you exclusive court interpretation ...

Research **California Official Reports** from LexisNexis with confidence because you’re consulting the definitive version of California case law—the only complete official edition with court-approved headnotes and summaries as well as all court-sanctioned editorial changes.

We work hard to get the **California Official Reports** editorial quality right, so all of your California case law research is consistently on point with the California courts. As the only official publisher of the **California Official Reports**, LexisNexis® editors are part of the court’s publishing process, working closely with the California Reporter of Decisions’ staff to meet all requirements for authenticity, integrity and accuracy.

In print, that means you get all the conveniences of the books—portability, easy navigation and multitasking, simple subscription planning—plus exclusive advantages.

- There are usually significant changes to an opinion between release and publication—even changes to authority. The Reporter of Decisions’ staff works with LexisNexis exclusively to bring changes to **California Official Reports** months before other publishers.
- Don’t miss a vital interpretation! Headnotes and case summaries are reviewed and approved by the California Reporter of Decisions’ staff. No other publisher offers that.
- All opinions are checked, corrected and approved prior to publication in the official advance sheet—and again before the bound volumes are published.
- Daily advance sheet updates—right to your inbox—can be part of your subscription! Visit www.lexisnexis.com/CAOfficialReports to subscribe to these complimentary updates.
- Follows the court’s editing style as defined by the California Style Manual and California court rules.

... And online versions through Lexis Advance® that offer access to critical content!

The same, court-sanctioned quality available in printed editions of **California Official Reports**—including the approved headnotes, summaries and revisions from chambers—translate directly into the online version at Lexis Advance. In fact, case revisions received from the courts are added overnight!

Researching the **California Official Reports** on Lexis Advance provides many benefits. For example:

- One search across all content types on Lexis Advance gives you instant results to case law, statutes, regulations, forms and secondary materials from Matthew Bender®, ALR®, Am Jur 2d, CCH® and many others. You can’t replicate this combination online elsewhere.
- Revisions provided by the courts are added to Lexis Advance within 24 hours. Other publishers may not have these revisions for months.
- Need the print? No problem. Link to the official print edition PDF directly from Lexis Advance!
- Move from official headnotes to other Lexis Advance exclusives, such as Shepard’s® Citations Service.

The California Supreme Court is the most followed state court in the nation†. So, chances are, in your legal career you will be citing California case law. Make sure you correctly interpret and cite to California opinions. Turn to **California Official Reports** in print, CD or online.

* A LexisNexis® exclusive, Related Content offers worry-free links to found documents. If it’s in your plan, pay the same low document retrieval rate you pay now. It’s not new, see the print before you link out.
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